
Music Video by Sammy GN  

Story Production  

Beginning of story  

The story will be about a boy thinking of his girlfriend who is 
currently away from him. In the beginning of the music video, he 
will sit down on a bench and take out his phone and message 
his girlfriend to ask how she is.  

He then looks at the the sky and the song will begin from their.  

Middle of story  

In the middle of the music video, he will walk to two places that 
will remind him of the time he spent with his girlfriend. The first 
will be a river bank and the other one will be a park. When he 
goes to these locations he will look at a two flowers that remind 
the male character these two flowers were her favourite and 
thats what he remembers about her.  

End of story  

Towards the end of the music video, he will begin to walk 
home.His girlfriend then appears behind a tree and waves to 
him. He is surprised by her return and they walk back home 
together. The music video will end from here.  



Technical Production  

Camera shot lists  

Beginning  

Shot 1 - Close up shot 

Shot 2 - Medium shot 

Shot 3 - Over the shoulder shot 

Shot 4 - Close up 

Shot 5 - Medium shot 

Shot 6 - Wide shot 

Middle  

Shot 7 - Central shot 

Shot 8 - Close up shot 

Shot 9 - Close up shot panning up 

Shot 10 - Close up shot  

Shot 11 - Over the shoulder shot 

Shot 11.5 - Close up shot 

Shot 12 - Fade out effect 

Shot 13 - Long shot 



Shot 14 - Close up shot  

Shot 15 - Close up shot  

Shot 16 - Over the shoulder shot 
Shot 17 -  Close up shot 

Shot 18 - Fade out technique  

Shot 19  and 20 - Over the shoulder shot 

Shot 21 - Medium Shot 

Shot 22 - Extreme close up shot  

Shot 23 and 24 - wide shot 

Shot 25 - Over the shoulder shot 

Shot 26 - Wide shot 
Audio List  

Beginning 

Ambient Sound (Atmosphere)  

Sound Effect (Foot Steps Walking)  

Syncheronous Sound (Sitting down)  

Offscreen Sound (Texting and message)  

End  



Ambient Sound (Atmosphere)  

Sound Effect  (Foot steps)  

Sound Effect (small sprint run)  

Syncheronous Sound (Walking)  

Actors  

Dyland Hulland  

Lydia Dawson 

Song  

Ella Fitzgearlds - Summer time (Sung by Sam Cooke)  

Locations to film  

• College Campus  
• Shottery field  
• Bancroft Gardens  

Crew  

Sammy Gabrria-Nivas — Director, Editor and Camera Operator   

Shane Anders- Camera Operator  

Equipment  

iPhone 7  
JVC 150 and Tripod 


